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Sequential treatment of AML patients with alvocidib followed by cytarabine and mitoxantrone is highly effective 
through a mechanism dependent on MCL1 expression and function

Multiple phase I/II studies have shown alvocidib to be highly effective in both frontline and relapsed/refractory AML 
when sequentially administered before cytarabine and mitoxantrone (ACM). In frontline patients, ACM resulted in 

a complete remission (CR) rate of 70% versus 46% CR with ara-C and daunorubicin (7+3). The clinical activity of alvocidib 
in AML is significantly correlated with inhibition of cyclin-dependent kinase-9 (CDK9) and disruption CDK-9 mediated 
transcription. The MCL1 gene is regulated by CDK-9 transcriptional control and its expression is tightly regulated by alvocidib. 
Studies with AML cell lines to model the sequential treatment of the ACM regimen have shown that MCL1 expression and 
apoptosis are tightly connected to treatment with alvocidib. To further investigate the correlation of MCL-1 mediated survival, 
mitochondrial profiling (BH3 priming) was conducted on 63 archived ACM-treated samples taken directly from patients 
bone marrow or circulating blasts. Analysis of the BH3 priming states in AML clinical samples revealed NOXA priming was 
significantly higher in CR bone marrow samples (44.5% primed) compared with samples from non-responders (NR) (5.2% 
primed) (p=0.006). NOXA is known to interact directly with MCL1, suggesting that the AML samples that are most responsive 
to ACM treatment may have a high survival dependence on MCL1. The correlation between NOXA and ACM response is 
distinct from priming states predicting response to other ara-C regimens in samples from AML patients. This work reveals a 
potential biomarker for identification of patients likely to respond to ACM and this biomarker is currently being prospectively 
tested in a phase II clinical trial.
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